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Abstract
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is one of the most applied machine learning algorithms in un-
reliable large-scale decentralized environments. In this type of environment data privacy is a fun-
damental concern. The most popular way to investigate this topic is based on the framework of
differential privacy. However, many important implementation details and the performance of dif-
ferentially private SGD variants have not yet been completely addressed. Here, we analyze a set of
distributed differentially private SGD implementations in a system, where every private data record
is stored separately by an autonomous node. The examined SGD methods apply only local compu-
tations and communications contain only protected information in a differentially private manner. A
key middleware service these implementations require is the single random walk service, where a
single random walk is maintained in the face of different failure scenarios. First we propose a robust
implementation for the decentralized single random walk service and then perform experiments to
evaluate the proposed random walk service as well as the private SGD implementations. Our main
conclusion here is that the proposed differentially private SGD implementations can approximate the
performance of their original noise-free variants in faulty decentralized environments, provided the
algorithm parameters are set properly.
Keywords: decentralized differential privacy, stochastic gradient descent, machine learning, random
walks
1 Introduction
Data processing and data mining are crucial services in systems of smart appliances and the Internet of
Things (IoT). Increasingly, decentralized approaches are gaining momentum, as illustrated by Cisco’s
ongoing fog computing initiative [1]. Compared to cloud-based solutions, an important reason is that
decentralization offers better scalability by exploiting local resources and networks. Another reason is
the requirement of privacy as the personal data collected and stored by smart meters, sensors, or mobile
devices, is becoming ever richer and more vulnerable.
Here, we are concerned with decentralized networked systems where each device stores only a small
amount of data (typically collected locally). In our study we will assume that there is a very large number
(e.g. millions) of participating devices in the network. This scenario covers a wide range of systems
including smart metering [2], Internet of Things platforms [3], and collaborative mobile platforms [4].
Our learning algorithm of choice is stochastic gradient descent (SGD), which visits all data records
in a random order and updates a model approximation based on each record using the local gradient
for that record. SGD-based algorithms are popular methods in large scale data mining [5] because of
their simplicity and scalability. In our edge computing context, the simplicity of SGD is a key benefit
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because all the sensitive computations can be locally performed in the network nodes. Furthermore, no
synchronization, aggregation, or central collection of data is necessary.
Earlier we demonstrated the feasibility of SGD in our system model [6], but without privacy preser-
vation.
Here, the problem we address is twofold. First, we identify the single random walk middleware
service as a main component to support SGD in our system model. This service implements a random
walk that allows the SGD algorithm to visit the local data records in a random order. The service should
offer the illusion of a reliable single random walk while in the background it should manage the walk by
possibly restarting or replicating it so as to cope with node and communication failures. Self-stabilizing
leader election algorithms are perhaps the closest in that they provide the abstraction of a single entity
despite faults and dynamism in arbitrary networks (see, for example, [7]). However, our problem, our
system model and our priorities will be rather different.
Here, we identify three properties that are required for this abstraction. The first is that the imple-
mented random walk has to be agile; that is, it should progress as quickly as possible. The second is that
the implementation should be efficient. Therefore it should induce only a minimal extra cost to achieve
robustness. For example, maintaining several replicated walks is not acceptable and ideally, the cost
should be very close to that of running a single walk in a reliable system. And the third is that the ran-
dom walk should be long-lived, meaning it should perform as many steps as possible without resetting
its state.
The second problem we address is to provide an experimental evaluation of the prediction accuracy
of SGD under several important design choices we identify. In our study, we will use the differential
privacy [8] framework, which theoretically bounds the information leakage by adding appropriately de-
signed noise to a query output. If we performing only secured computations, the privacy of the local data
is still not guaranteed. Without differentially private mechanisms the output of any secure computation
might indirectly leak information about individual data records.
The differential privacy of model fitting via optimization, and in particular SGD, was investigated
earlier in several publications. Generic frameworks, like GUPT [9] and PINQ [10], have been proposed
that do not willingly lend themselves to secure distributed implementations. Chaudhuri et al. propose a
method based on perturbing the objective function itself, or just adding noise to the end result [11, 12].
This approach does not provide an obvious secure distributed implementation either. The method that we
will build on was proposed by Song et al. [13]. There each update is made differentially private during
the iterative gradient descent procedure, instead of perturbing the objective function. This approach
allows for fully local gradient updates where the resulting gradient and the updated model can be made
public. This prevents any uncontrolled data leakage as long as the personal computing device is not
compromised.
Our contribution here is a full, practical implementation and a detailed evaluation of the feasibility
of differentially private SGD in unreliable decentralized environments where each node has only one
data record. More specifically, (1) we propose several variants of possible differentially private SGD
implementations; (2) we propose a single random walk service that allows these SGD variants to be
implemented over large decentralized systems; (3) we evaluate the random walk service over a realistic
mobile phone trace; and (4) we evaluate the private SGD algorithms over several databases and parameter
settings using the loss functions of support vector machines (SVM) and logistic regression.
The present study is a revised version of our previous conference publication [14], significantly
extended with a novel decentralized algorithm to implement the crucial random walk service that our
approach relies on, and it also includes an experimental analysis of this algorithm.
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2 Background
2.1 Stochastic Gradient Descent
Classification is an important problem in machine learning. Given a data set D = {(x1,y1), . . . , (xn,yn)} of
n observations, where an object or an example is represented by a pair of a feature vector x ∈ Rd and the
corresponding class label y ∈ C, where d is the dimension of the problem and C is the domain of class
labels. In the case of binary classification the number of possible class labels is two (e.g. C = {0,1}).
The problem of classification is often expressed as finding the parameters w of a function fw : Rd → C
that can correctly classify as many examples in D as possible, as well as outside D (this latter property
is called generalization). In other words, we are looking for a parameter vector to optimize the objective
function of the problem
w = argmin
w
J(w) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
`( fw(xi),yi) +
λ
2
‖w‖2, (1)
where the `() is a loss function and (λ/2)‖w‖2 is the regularization term with parameter λ. Function fw is
called the model of the data set. The regularization term helps the model to avoid overfitting the data set,
thus aiding generalization. The labeled data set is often split into two non-overlapping subsets; namely a
training set for optimizing the parameters w of the model and a test set for measuring the generalization
performance of the optimized model.
Gradient descent (GD) is an iterative method that can find the optimum of a convex function. It is
often used for optimizing the above objective function. The parameter vector w is iteratively updated
using the derivative of the objective function that is computed on the whole training set
wt+1 = wt −ηt( ∂J
∂w
)
= wt −ηt(λw+ 1n
n∑
i=1
∇`( fw(xi),yi)),
(2)
where ηt is the learning rate at time t that scales the size of the gradient step.
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is similar, only it visits each example one at a time instead of
working with the entire database. It computes the gradient based on only one training sample in an
iteration instead of the whole training set. For index i, the update rule becomes
wt+1 = wt −ηt(λw+∇`( fw(xi),yi)). (3)
SGD is more preferable on very large training sets, or in distributed applications. It has two restric-
tions regarding the learning rate, namely we have to have
∑
t η
2
t <∞ and
∑
t ηt =∞. These turn out to be
necessary conditions for convergence [15].
Here, we focus on two suitable and widely used optimization algorithms, which are Logistic Re-
gression [16] and the linear Pegasos SVM [17]. Both have an associated loss function that we can use
along with SGD to train the corresponding model. In the case of logistic regression, the optimization
problem is expressed as a maximization problem, since it is more natural to think of it as maximizing the
logarithm of the likelihood
w = argmax
w
1
n
n∑
i=1
lnP(yi|xi,w)− λ2 ‖w‖
2, (4)
where yi ∈ {0,1}, P(0|xi,w) = (1 + exp(wT x))−1 and P(1|xi,w) = 1−P(0|xi,w).
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Algorithm 1 Gossip Learning Framework
1: (x,y)← local training example
2: currentModel← initModel()
3: loop
4: wait(∆)
5: p← selectPeer()
6: send currentModel to p
7: end loop
8: procedure onReceiveModel(m)
9: m.updateModel(x,y)
10: currentModel← m
11: end procedure
Pegasos SVM is a linear SVM solver method, which looks for the hyperplane that maximizes the
margin between the instances of different classes
w = argmin
w
1
n
n∑
i=1
max(0,1− yiwT xi) + λ2 ‖w‖
2, (5)
where we now have yi ∈ {−1,1}.
Although we have only discussed binary classification, here we will experiment with the more gen-
eral multi-class algorithms, where we have instances taken from K different classes (C = {0,1, . . . ,K−1}).
A popular approach is to learn K distinct binary classifiers [18], one for each class. In particular, for the
SVM approach we optimize K hyperplanes at the same time [19]. Similarly, when using logistic regres-
sion the objective function can be readily generalized to multiple classes [18].
2.2 Distributed Machine Learning
In our system model we are given a network consisting of a large number of computational units (e.g.
PCs, smart phones, tablets, wearable units, or smart meters). The members of this network can commu-
nicate with each other by message passing. A node in this network can send a message to another node
whose address is known locally. We will assume that every node in this network has only one training
example (but we can benefit from having more local data). The set of these isolated examples then form
our machine learning database. We would like to learn a model over these instances in a fully distributed
manner while preserving privacy at the same time.
The Gossip Learning Framework [6] is a possible way to learn models in this fully distributed en-
vironment. The basic idea is that in the network many models perform random walks and are updated
at each node using the local example. More precisely, every node executes Algorithm 1. A node in the
network first initializes a local model, then iteratively sends its local model to a randomly selected node
in the network. The address of the randomly selected node is provided by a peer sampling service (e.g.
the NewsCast [20] protocol). When a node receives a model, it updates it via its locally stored training
example using the SGD update rule, and then stores the updated model as its local model. Using this
protocol, the models stored by the nodes will converge to the same global optimum.
Our present study is based on gossip learning in the sense that we focus on SGD algorithms that are
implemented through a random walk of the evolving model over the network. We will assume that this
random walk itself is secure. Ideas for achieving secure random walks were recently outlined in [21] and
elsewhere. Here, we focus on privacy. In order to achieve privacy, we will apply a differentially private
variant of the local update step, as explained below.
2.3 Differentially Private SGD
Differential privacy [8] is concerned with the leakage of personal information due to publication of the
results of a given query over a database. Even if performed securely, the result of a query can leak
information about individual records, for instance, the maximum of a set of values is an individual
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record in itself. Differential privacy is achieved if noise is added to the query result in such a way that
the following definition is satisfied.
Definition 1 (Differential Privacy). A randomized query F :D 7→ Rd is -differentially private iff
∀x : e− ≤ P(F(D) = x)
P(F(D′) = x)
≤ e (6)
for all pairs of databases D and D′ that differ in at most one record, where D is the set of possible
databases.
That is, if we change one element in the database, the same output should be expected with a prob-
ability close to that over the original database. This way, one record never “matters too much”, thereby
limiting the information leakage as a result of the query.
A randomized query typically means adding noise to an otherwise deterministic query. This added
noise is designed specifically for a given query and parameter  such that the definition of −differential
privacy is satisfied. In more detail, to generate the additive noise we need to pick a noise distribution
and the right distribution parameters. A common approach to take is to first determine the so-called
sensitivity of the query [8, 22]:
Definition 2 (Global Sensitivity). The global L1-sensitivity ZF of F is given by
ZF = max
D,D′ differ in one record
‖F(D)−F(D′)‖1, (7)
where ‖ · ‖1 is the L1 norm.
The definition can be generalized by replacing the L1 norm with a different norm. The usual norms
to apply are the L1 norm and the L2 norm. In the case of applying the L1 norm, the following noise
distribution can be used: we need to add to all the dimensions of the output independent noise drawn
from Laplace(0,Z/) (where Z is the global sensitivity of the query), which will result in −differential
privacy. For the L2 norm, the noise vector should have a uniform random direction and a length drawn at
random from Laplace(0,Z/). Based on the theoretical results described in [22], noise can be generated
for any other norms.
Now, for one SGD update (as defined in Equation (3)) the private query we need to compute is the
gradient ∇`( fw(xi),yi). If we can guarantee that this gradient is bounded, the bound defines sensitivity
directly. Having determined the sensitivity, we can then add the appropriate noise Nt to the gradient and
perform the differentially private local update
wt+1 = wt −ηt(λwt +∇`( fw(xi),yi) +Nt). (8)
We are then free to publish wt+1 and send it to the next node.
To run SGD, we require multiple queries because we need the gradients based on many learning
examples multiple times. Having seen how one can protect a single update, let us mention two useful
concepts from differential privacy; namely the sequential and parallel composition of queries [23].
In a sequential composition we are given a series of queries Fi, i = 1, . . . ,k. It can be proven that
if all of these queries are -differentially private, then the entire sequence of these k queries will be
k · -differentially private. Note that the queries can depend on the results of the previous queries.
However, in the special case where the k queries are executed over pairwise disjoint subsets Di, i =
1, . . . ,k—a case we call parallel composition—the entire sequence of queries will remain -differentially
private. Most importantly, in the case of SGD we have parallel composition, since updates are typically
performed on a disjoint subset—in our case on a single record. Naturally the same record can be visited
many times, and these updates will compose sequentially.
In general, we can think of each example as having a privacy budget of , which is spent when the
given example is visited but which is not affected otherwise. This way, when each example has spent its
privacy budget of , the entire SGD algorithm over the entire database will spend only  due to parallel
composition.
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3 Private SGD Algorithm and Analysis
Now we will focus on SGD, assuming that there is a distributed implementation based on a random walk
over the network. We postpone the discussion of the random walk service until Section 4, and here we
treat random walk as an abstract service. Our only assumption about the implementation of the service
is that the random walk is uniform; that is, it can potentially jump to any node in the network despite any
technical hurdles such as NAT boxes.
The network nodes hold one training example (x,y) and they calculate the local gradient for a given
model w and time t locally, and they also add the appropriate noise term Nt to achieve differential privacy
based on Equation (8). They are free to publish the resulting wt+1 and to send it to the next node. Here,
the parameter  of differential privacy is a globally known constant.
3.1 Privacy Budget
The  parameter is often called the privacy budget because, owing to the different compositional prop-
erties of series of queries, one can, say, decide to run one query with parameter  or two sequentially
composing queries with parameter /2, or several parallel queries with parameter . All of these options
result in an overall -differential privacy. Now, let us elaborate on the management of the privacy budget
for SGD.
As mentioned in Section 2, every training example (i.e., every node) in effect has its own  budget
for the updates. This budget can be used in a number of different ways. One can, for instance, set a finite
number of k allowed updates and use /k for each one. This means multiplying the magnitude of the
noise term by k for each update. In the experimental evaluation, we study this parameter by looking at
the cases of k = 1 and k = 5. We can also follow a different approach and divide  into an infinite number
of parts by using /2t for update t. This way, the noise increases exponentially, but we can execute as
many updates as we wish using the same example. Note, however, that SGD will not converge in this
case due to the exponentially increasing noise, so this approach is practical only for a small finite number
of rounds.
The above implies a deeper result: it is not possible to run SGD until we get convergence with differ-
ential privacy because we either compute just a finite number of updates (and SGD needs an unlimited
number of updates for theoretical convergence) or the signal-to-noise ratio will tend to zero in the update
rule, which also prevents convergence. So the best we can achieve in theory is an approximation based
on a relatively small number of updates per sample. For a large number of samples, however, this may
be sufficient as our experiments will demonstrate.
Let us point out a major difference between our differentially private SGD implementation and gossip
learning. In our SGD implementation there is only one random walk in the entire network, while in gossip
learning there are many parallel walks. However, if there are many walks in parallel, they all “burn” the
privacy budget so each walk will be assigned a smaller number of updates that is inversely proportional
to the number of walks. It is therefore essential to run only one walk. But, the state of the walk is public,
so it is possible to continuously broadcast the latest model wt in the network if required. The broadcast
can be implemented in a distributed way (e.g. via gossip), or via publishing the latest update on a server.
With public key cryptography the broadcast can be implemented securely as well. As mentioned before,
it is non-trivial to run only a single random walk robustly in an unreliable system. Here, we present a
service to realize this in sections 4 and 5.
As a last point connected to using the budget, let us consider the exact method of peer sampling used
by our random walk. If we use uniform sampling with replacement, then the walk will take needless
steps when it visits a training example that has no more budget left. To be precise, the probability that
a node is not visited at all during the first n updates in a network of size n is exp(−1) according to the
Poisson distribution, which is quite a large probability. Depending on the budget management option,
this results in wasted bandwidth and time. This shows that the ideal random walk should use sampling
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without replacement; that is, it should follow a permutation of the network, and when all nodes have
been visited, it should start a new permutation until the privacy budget has been spent. This, however, is
hard to realize in a decentralized manner.
3.2 Sensitivity Analysis
In our study, we focus on logistic regression and Pegasos SVM, using gradients defined in the following
to equations. That is,
∂J
∂w
= x(y−P(1|x,w)) = x(y− e
wT x
1 + ewT x
) y ∈ {0,1} (9)
∂J
∂w
= δ(ywT x < 1)yx, y ∈ {−1,1} (10)
In both cases the gradient is a linear function of x and its length is not larger than that of x. This
immediately gives us a sensitivity of 2 ·maxx ‖x‖. It is more convenient to normalize the training examples
to guarantee that maxx ‖x‖= 1, in which case the sensitivity is 2. From now on, without loss of generality,
we assume the examples are normalized this way. Actually, it is possible to achieve maxx ‖x‖ = 1 through
several different normalization methods. We will discuss these in the description part of our experiments
later on. Note that we need to protect only the gradient since the update rule in Equation 8 can be
computed using public information as long as (∇`( fw(xi),yi) +Nt) is known.
3.3 Notes on Privacy and Security
It should be stressed here that any uncorrupted node is protected by this scheme regardless of fabricated
input or the security of the random walk in general. In other words, even if the random walk is compro-
mised and a given uncorrupted node gets arbitrary input and gets queried an arbitrary number of times,
the node will be protected by -differential privacy.
In this study, we focus on privacy only. Based on the comment above, this is indeed an independent
problem as we can guarantee the privacy of uncompromised nodes regardless of the security of any other
components of the implementation. Nevertheless, security is still vital in a complete system as without
it the global output can be corrupted and vandalized. In particular, the random walk needs to be secure
to maintain an unbiased sampling of the learning examples. Also, an adequate protection is required
against vandalism, when adversaries or faulty nodes inject arbitrary information into the system. Again,
however, the privacy of local data is completely in the hands of the local node, independently of the
outside world.
4 The Single Random Walk Service
Let us now turn our attention to the implementation of the random walk service. As we mentioned before,
our main goal is to propose a protocol that robustly maintains a single random walk in the system, since
any extra random walks will waste the privacy budgets of the nodes without contributing to the final
model. A random walk can be viewed as a mobile agent that has a state and that jumps from node to
node based on local decisions at each node. The state of the walk here represents a machine learning
model that is updated at each node based on local information.
Our system model is as follows. We assume there is a very large set of nodes that communicate via
message passing. We also assume that a reliable transfer protocol is applied. This implies that messages
are not dropped, so communication fails only if the source or target node fails before transferring the full
message. At any point in time each node has a set of neighbors. The neighbor set can change over time,
but nodes can send messages only to their current neighbors. Nodes can leave the network or fail at any
time. In our simulations we will assume that when a node leaves the network it retains its state until it
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Algorithm 2 Single Random Walk Protocol
1: rwprop: . local variable storing information about the random walk
2: rw: . local variable storing the state of latest visiting walk
3: ∆: . gossip period
4: δ: . update timeout
5:
6: loop . push-pull gossip protocol to broadcast walk updates
7: wait(∆)
8: p← selectPeer()
9: send rwprop to p
10: send pull request to p
11: end loop
12:
13: procedure onReceiveRWProps(rwprop’)
14: if (rwprop.steps < rwprop’.steps and ( rwprop.age() ≤ rwprop’.age() < δ or rwprop.age() > rwprop’.age())
or (rwprop.steps ≥ rwprop’.steps and (rwprop.age() ≥ δ > rwprop’.age() or rwprop.age() > rwprop’.age() +δ) then
15: rwprop← rwprop’
16: end if
17: end procedure
18:
19: procedure onUpdateTimeout(i) . called when rwprop.age() reaches i ·δ
20: if rwprop.rwsteps − rw.steps ≤ i then
21: forwardRandomWalk() . a walk is restarted
22: end if
23: end procedure
24:
25: procedure onReceiveRandomWalk(rw’)
26: rw’.steps← rw’.steps+1
27: if rw.steps < rw’.steps then
28: rw← rw’
29: end if
30: if rwprop.steps < rw.steps or rwprop.age() ≥ δ then
31: rwprop← new RWProp(rw.steps)
32: forwardRandomWalk()
33: end if
34: end procedure
joins the network again, but this is not a critical assumption. Messages can be delayed up to a finite time
and we do not assume synchronized time.
The set of neighbors is either hard-wired, or given by other physical constraints (e.g., proximity),
or set by an overlay service. Descriptions of such overlay services are widely available in the literature
and fall outside the scope of our present discussion. It is not strictly required that the set of neighbors
be random, but we will assume this anyway just for the sake of simplicity. If the set is not random,
then implementing a random walk with a uniform stationary distribution requires additional well-proven
techniques such as Metropolis-Hastings sampling or structured routing [24].
Owing to our agility requirement, the walk is performed in a “hot potato” style, that is, the walk
moves on as soon as the local state update is performed. We should mention here that the state of the
walk can be very large, possibly in the order of megabytes or more.
Let us now describe the protocol that maintains a single random walk. At any point in time, ideally
there is only a single walk in the network, but—as we will see—there can be more than one walk in
practice due to restarted walks based on false alarms. We will manage these walks by broadcasting a
small global state about the progress of the best walk.
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4.1 Broadcasting Global Updates
Every time a walk completes a new step an update is broadcast about this event. This update contains
the step count of the walk in question as well as a unique id. Thus, the update is extremely small as it
contains only two integer values.
The update is broadcast via a standard push-pull gossip algorithm (see Algorithm 2) that runs con-
tinuously with a period of ∆.
Every node stores only a single update locally in a variable called rwprops. This variable represents
the local approximation of the step count of the leader random walk in the system. When a new update
is received through gossip (procedure onReceiveRWProps) it has to be decided whether the new update
should replace the locally stored one. Intuitively, we should replace the local update if the new update
represents fresher, more up-to-date information about the best live random walk than the local rwprops.
In order to decide whether the update represents a live random walk, we use a timeout mechanism
that is based on the age of the update. Clearly, live random walks generate events every time they make
a new step. We can measure the age of these events, without global synchronization, if we accumulate
the time intervals that an update spent on the nodes it visited and the total transfer time the update spent
traveling over network links. This approach introduces some error into the age approximation, but our
protocol is not sensitive to that error. We will revisit this issue later on.
Algorithm 2 does not contain details about the above-mentioned age accounting mechanism of the
updates as it is rather technical. The approximated age is presented by the method rwprops.age that
returns the current age of the update in terms of wall-clock time elapsed since the update was created.
Now, we introduce a timeout threshold δ, which represents our heuristic that if a given update is older
than δ then it probably belongs to a dead random walk. The idea behind this is that if a walk does not
generate updates for more than δ time then the last update it created will time out at all nodes at about
the same time, clearing the way for any new walks to compete for the leadership position again.
The exact conditions for replacing the local update with the incoming one are stated in line 14.
This complex formula takes into account all possible combinations of local and incoming step counts
and ages, and maximizes the probability that the local update will belong to a live random walk with a
maximal step count. For example, even if the local update records a larger step count, it is replaced by the
incoming update if its age is smaller by at least δ, since we assume that—although the incoming update
can also be outdated—the random walk recorded by the local update was probably already dead when
the incoming update was created so the incoming update almost certainly represents more up-to-date
information. The rest of the cases are more straightforward.
4.2 Restarting and Dropping Random Walks
In our system model—where we assumed reliable connections—a live random walk can crash only if
the node that currently hosts the walk is not able to transmit the walk to any neighbor before crashing or
leaving the network. With a small random walk state, the probability of this is very small, however, with
the large state we have in mind it is more common for a node to crash before completing the transmission
to the next node. This means that, with a positive probability, every walk can crash in each step, so the
number of walks will decrease if there is no restarting mechanism in place.
First of all, to allow restarting, each node maintains a local copy of the state of the best random
walk it has been visited by (variable rw) managed by method onReceiveRandomWalk. There, we store
the received random walk if it has a larger step count than the previous local copy. In addition, if the
random walk has a larger step count than the current best live random walk the node knows about, then
the random walk is forwarded and a new update is generated. Otherwise the random walk is dropped.
As explained above, we detect the crashing of the leader random walk due to our timeout mechanism.
The restarting method is based on this timeout, also taking into account our requirement that random
walks should be long-lived.
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In Algorithm 2, the event handler onUpdateTimeout takes care of restarting random walks. This
handler is called when the age of the current update (rwprops) reaches i · δ. When i = 1, only the node
right before the last step of the walk will try to restart the walk. If this is successful, we lose only the
last step. During the next period of δ, the new walk will propagate its new updates, or the nodes will
reach a timeout of 2δ. In the latter case, now both the last two nodes try to restart the walk (i = 2), and so
on. This continues until eventually a node can successfully restart a walk. This walk will generate and
broadcast new update events that will replace the timed-out updates at all the nodes.
Method forwardRandomWalk is responsible for sending the local random walk state rw to a neigh-
bor, thus implementing one step of the walk. Here, we will not go into details about the method used in
Algorithm 2. The implementation picks a neighbor and attempts to transfer the walk. This is repeated
until the transfer is successful or until the forwarding is no longer necessary. The latter condition occurs
if in the meantime the node gets a new update about a live walk that has a larger step count than the walk
that the node is trying to forward.
4.3 Analysis
First let us give a sketch of the proof that if there are online nodes that have received at least one update
before and that form a connected network then there will always be a live walk after at most a finite
amount of waiting time. This is easy to see, because if there is no live walk in the network then no new
events are generated, so all the nodes will eventually reach a timeout of δ. This will trigger the restart
mechanism, which will eventually be successful if there is at least one online node, since eventually i will
become large enough to involve all the online nodes (see method onUpdateTimeout(i)). From this point,
all the online nodes will attempt a restart in every period δ until the first successful update overwrites the
timed-out update.
Let us note, however, that our method does not actually guarantee that eventually there will be only
a single walk. Indeed, for example, if there are two walks with the same step count that progress exactly
in synchrony, making steps at exactly the same time then it is in principle possible that both of them
survive indefinitely. However, we did not feel it necessary to improve our protocol to deal with this case
(it would be possible with some complications) since this scenario has a very low probability. Also, if
symmetry is broken then there is a positive probability that the walk with the smaller step count will hit
a node that has a fresh-enough update about the walk with the larger step count, which will eventually
end the walk. Instead, we opted for keeping the protocol simple and we prove experimentally that the
number of concurrent walks is close to one in practice.
Let us now consider the cost of the protocol. The push-pull broadcast involves very small messages
of a few dozen bytes that generate a negligible traffic on a link even if ∆ is small (will will use ∆ = 100 ms
in our tests). At the same time, push-pull broadcast results in an expected convergence time of O(∆ logN)
(where N is the network size) if peer selection is random [25]. This, considering that ∆ is small, results
in a reasonably fast broadcast process. To give an illustration, if the random walk has a state of 1 MB,
and we set a bandwidth limit of 100 kbit/s for our application then it takes over a minute to make one
step. This is about an order of magnitude more time than the broadcast convergence time in a typical
network.
The random walk itself induces little traffic overall, given that we maintain just a single walk that
visits any given node very rarely. Of course, with extremely bad parameter settings one could generate
many random walks in parallel. Here, we will evaluate the parameters experimentally later on.
4.4 Additional Details
We close the discussion of the algorithm by mentioning a few improvements and details that were omitted
from Algorithm 2 for the sake of clarity. As mentioned above, each update has a unique id. We use this
id in two ways. First, when we restart a walk it carries the id of the (timed-out) update that triggered its
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restart. This way, when the walk visits a node where the same update has not yet timed out—recall that
we cannot achieve perfect agreement about the age of an update—the update will be forced to time out
so the walk is forwarded and not dropped.
Second, each update is accepted only once, that is, in method onReceiveRWProps if the id of the
update is the same as that of the current local update rwprops then we drop the received update. This is
needed to overcome another problem related to the lack of agreement about update age: it is possible that
rwprops has already timed out while rwprops’ has not. With our solution it is guaranteed that whenever
an update times out, it will not be revived again.
Let us now consider the case where a node rejoins the network after an oﬄine period. In this case,
the node waits until it receives a fresh gossip message either via push or pull before taking part in the
protocol. This is to prevent premature restarted walks based on outdated updates. Typically, a fresh
message will be received almost immediately after joining the network. Note that this fresh message
could have the same id as the old update of the joining node, in which case the node will of course
participate in the ongoing restarting effort.
In the special case when the joining node was trying to forward a walk when going oﬄine, after
receiving the first fresh update it determines whether it is still supposed to forward the same walk, that is,
whether the walk is still considered the leader. This situation occurs if the oﬄine period was relatively
short, which is a typical situation in, for example, mobile networks.
Finally, we also need to discuss how to start the very first walk. This is a special case because at
that point the local variables at the nodes (rw and rwprops) are undefined, so our restarting mechanism
is not functional. This can be solved by initializing rw at every node using an initial random walk
state and a uniform random negative step count from the interval [−N,−1] where N is the network size,
and initializing rwprop to a special update that never times out. Knowing the exact network size is not
critical, it can be approximated by piggybacking the push-pull gossip broadcast protocol using known
methods [26]. The node that starts the first walk will broadcast an update with step count zero (note that
normally only the receiving node creates a new update). We assume that the node that starts the walk is
online and connected to the network long enough to broadcast this first update. Of course, when a walk
with a negative step count is picked for restarting, it should set the step count to zero.
5 Experimental Analysis of Decentralized Random Walks
We first analyze experimentally the key properties of our random walk protocol without considering
machine learning as an application. In Section 6, we complete our experimental analysis by examining
our stochastic gradient algorithm. We simulate node churn based on a real trace of smartphone user
behavior. To perform the simulations, we employed PeerSim [27].
5.1 Trace Properties
The trace we applied was collected by a locally developed openly available smartphone app called
STUNner, as described previously [28]. In a nutshell, the app monitors and collects information about
charging status, battery level, bandwidth, and NAT type.
In our study, we had traces of varying lengths taken from 1191 different users. We divided these traces
into 2-day segments (with a one-day overlap), resulting in 40,658 segments altogether. With the help of
these segments, we were able to simulate a virtual period of up to 2 days by assigning a different segment
to each simulated node. When we needed more users than segments, we re-sampled the segments so as
to inflate the number of users present artificially.
The churn pattern we obtained is illustrated in Figure 1 based on all the 2-day periods we identified.
Although our sample contains users from all over the world, they are mostly from Europe, and some
are from the USA. The indicated time is GMT, hence we did not convert times to local time. Also, we
treated those users as oﬄine who had a bandwidth of less than 1 Mbit/s.
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Figure 1: Proportion of users online, and proportion of users that have been online, as a function of
time. The bars indicate the proportion of the simulated users that log in and log out (shown as a negative
proportion), respectively, in the given period.
Note that we can simulate the case where a participating phone is required to have at least a certain
battery level. From the point of view of churn, though, the worst case is when any battery levels are
allowed. Thus, we simulate this scenario, noting that conserving the battery is possible and in fact that
would also make churn less extreme because it reduces short sessions [28].
5.2 Parameters and Evaluation Metrics
We set ∆ = 100ms. Our two free parameters are δ and the random walk transmission time δrw. Transmis-
sion time is a function of the size of the random walk state and the bandwidth allocated to the application;
it is more convenient to vary transmission time directly. The network size was N = 10000.
In our overlay network every node had 50 fix neighbors. Most of these neighbors were oﬄine at any
given time, but the online nodes still formed a connected network. The random walk as well as the gossip
messages select a uniform random online neighbor.
The free parameters δ and δrw took values from δrw ∈ {∆,100∆} and δ ∈ {δrw + 10∆, δrw + 20∆, δrw +
100∆} taking all possible 6 combinations. Note that we have to have δ ≥ δrw because an update will
not be overwritten for a time period of δrw on average. In addition, δ has to account for the logarithmic
dissemination time of the gossip broadcast. Thus, the three values of δ can be considered small, realistic,
and large, respectively.
We wish to measure agility, efficiency and longevity. As a function of time, we recorded the age of
the oldest random walk, which characterizes both agility (the steepness of this function) and longevity
(the absolute value of this function). We recorded the number of random walks that were propagating
concurrently as a function of time, which characterizes efficiency.
5.3 Results
Figure 2 shows our results. The number of random walks is shown as dots (integers, translated slightly
vertically by random noise to illustrate density) and the step count of an oldest random walk is shown as
colored points, different colors indicating different random walks. We also give the average number of
concurrent walks during the experiment in each plot.
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Figure 2: Experiments with all the combinations of δrw and δ. The number of random walks is shown
as green dots (integers, translated slightly vertically by random noise to illustrate density) and the step
count of an oldest random walk is shown as colored points, different colors indicate different random
walks.
In these simulations agility and longevity are optimal, in the sense that the maximal age grows at the
theoretical maximum speed (that speed is in fact indicated by a straight line, which is completely covered
by the dots). As expected, the smallest value of δ results in the largest number of restarts, as the gossip
broadcast is not always able to converge. Clearly, as we increase δ, the number of random walks quickly
decreases to one, sometimes dropping to zero or jumping to two for a very short time. Interestingly, the
very large δ does not result in a visible slowdown of the walks. This is because the extinction events are
actually quite rare in our simulated trace: they are indicated by the number of walks dropping to zero.
We also wanted to stress-test the algorithm by artificially increasing the number of random walks that
die out. For this reason, we artificially killed each random walk with a probability of 5% in each step of
the walk, thereby allowing 20 steps on average. This is an extreme and highly unrealistic scenario. We
repeated our experiments as shown in Figure 3.
In this extreme scenario the effect of the different parameter settings is more clearly visible. Increas-
ing δ decreases the redundant walks to close to optimal levels, although very rarely for very short periods
of time there may be many walks (the plots span the full range covering the outliers as well). On average,
however, the efficiency is acceptable. At the same time, the speed of the walks is noticeably reduced.
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Figure 3: Experiments with 5% drop probability. The number of random walks is shown as green dots
(integers, translated slightly vertically by random noise to illustrate density) and the step count of an
oldest random walk is shown as colored points, different colors indicate different random walks.
If we increase δ further, we can no longer increase the efficiency, however, the speed of the walks
continues to decrease. We stress again that this scenario has been included only to illustrate an extreme
corner of our parameter space. Nevertheless, if the random walks go extinct very frequently then the
slowing effect of δ becomes more pronounced, and there will be a tradeoff between agility and efficiency.
Also, the system is more stable assuming large transmission times (that is, large random walk states), as
the average number of walks is close to one.
6 Experimental Analysis of Differentially Private SGD
Here, we present the experimental evaluation of our private gradient methods on realistic, real-life ma-
chine learning data sets. The goals of these experiments are twofold. First, we demonstrate the practical
feasibility of differential privacy in general under the system assumptions we presented earlier. This
includes the speed of convergence and the quality of the end result. Second, we wish to explore several
design options and offer practical advice on how to parameterize the differentially private mechanism we
propose.
Our experiments will focus on the speed of convergence of the learning algorithm and they will be
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Figure 4: Algorithm DP-SGD-1 with different vector norm (L1 vs. L2), normalization (local vs. global),
and sampling (with or without replacement) with privacy budget  = 1. The x-axis spans a number of
updates ten times the size of the data set.
run with the assumption of an idealized random walk service. In this sense, the experiments described
in Sections 5 and 6 are complementary, in the sense that once we have established that we have a system
in place that provides a high quality and robust random walk abstraction, it is best to focus on learning
performance under an ideal random walk so that we can separate the various factors that affect learning
performance. Based on the results presented in Section 5, under realistic parameter settings for δ these
results will approximate those over ideal random walks to a very high precision.
6.1 Algorithm Variants
Our algorithm variants are based on the algorithms described earlier in Section 3. First, we will state the
parameter settings we used, and then we will introduce the notations for these settings. In every case we
run SGD with the differentially private SGD update rule in Equation (8). The learning rate was set to
ηt = t−
1
2 and λ = 10−4. Below, we will refer to this algorithm as DP-SGD.
The privacy budget we used was set to  = 1 unless otherwise stated. We also experimented with
 = 0.1 to illustrate a stricter privacy requirement. As for using this budget, we study the three methods
presented in Section 3. The first is the method where, for each example, we use up the entire budget 
in a single update. Here, we will refer to this variant as DP-SGD-1. The remaining two variants will be
referred to as DP-SGD-5 and DP-SGD-∞, respectively. These correspond to the cases when we allow
5 updates using each example, all of which use up a budget of /5, and when we allow any number of
updates with update t using a budget of /2t.
The sampling of the next step of the random walk (that is, the next sample to update with) was
selected independently at random for each step with or without replacement. In the case of sampling
without replacement, when the samples run out, we will restart the sampling with the full set.
As for selecting the vector norm in the definition of global sensitivity, we experiment with the L2
norm and the L1 norm. This defines the noise distribution, namely the distribution of Nt in Equation (8),
as presented earlier in Section 2.3.
Finally, as a baseline, we also present the performance of SGD without the noise term Nt. We shall
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Figure 5: Algorithm DP-SGD-5 with different vector norm (L1 vs. L2), normalization (local vs. global),
and sampling (with or without replacement) with privacy budget  = 1. The x-axis spans a number of
updates ten times the size of the data set.
refer to this variant simply as SGD.
Regarding specific algorithms needed to implement SGD, we include logistic regression and the
Pegasos algorithm (see Equations (9) and (10)). Depending on the data set at hand, we employed the
multi-class variants of these algorithms. Here, we will refer to these algorithms as LogReg and SVM.
6.2 Data Sets and Preprocessing
We selected our databases from different machine learning domains with different properties. Our first
data set, called MNIST [29], contains gray level images of handwritten digits (from 0 to 9) of size 28×28.
In the Image Segmentation data set the goal is to assign the pixels to one of the 7 hand-labeled segments,
based on a set of high-level features. Finally, in the Spambase data set the task is to detect spam e-mails,
again, based on a set of high level features like the frequencies of suspicious words. The last two data
sets here form part of the UCI machine learning repository [30]. The main properties of these data sets
are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: The main properties of the data sets
MNIST Segmentation Spambase
Training set size 60 000 2310 4140
Test set size 10 000 210 461
Number of features 784 19 57
Number of classes 10 7 2
Class-label distribution uniform uniform 6:4
First, we performed the following preprocessing steps on the data sets. In each case we normalized
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Figure 6: Algorithm DP-SGD-∞ with different vector norm (L1 vs. L2), normalization (local vs. global),
and sampling (with or without replacement) with privacy budget  = 1. The x-axis spans a number of
updates ten times the size of the data set.
the features one-by-one by linearly transforming them into the [0,1] interval, based on the maximum
and minimum values of the given feature in the training data set. Then we performed one of the two
following normalization steps. As the first option, we projected every feature vector onto the unit ball
by normalizing their length to 1. Here, length is understood in terms of the L2 norm or the L1 norm,
depending on the noise distribution in use. We will call this type of normalization local normalization.
In this case, the topological structure is somewhat distorted, but the signal-to-noise ratio is maximized
as the amount of noise to be added is independent of the individual examples. As the second option,
we tested global normalization, where the normalization coefficient was globally determined based on
the vectors of maximal length. This way, just the lengths of the examples of maximal length become
1, the other vectors becoming shorter than 1 and the topological structure of the data set is preserved.
But, in this case, the signal-to-noise ratio might become very low for short vectors. Once again, length
is understood in terms of the L2 norm or the L1 norm, depending on the noise distribution applied.
6.3 Discussion
In order to measure the performance of the algorithms we computed their classification accuracy, namely
the fraction of correctly classified instances:
Accuracy =
1
n
n∑
i=1
δ(yi = fw(xi)), (11)
where n is the number of test examples. We measured accuracy in regular intervals after a given number
of updates. We then plotted the average of 20 independent measurements (where the various measure-
ments differ due to the randomness of sampling the data).
The results of the experiments are shown in three sets of plots in Figures 4, 5 and 6 for the three
different algorithms DP-SGD-1, DP-SGD-5 and DP-SGD-∞, respectively. From them, we can draw
several interesting conclusions. First, applying the L2 norm is clearly superior in each set of experiments,
independently of how the other parameters are set. The explanation might be that under the L2 norm, the
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added noise is much less likely to be “sparse”; that is, noise is spread more evenly over the coordinates,
which in turn causes less disturbance for the gradient steps.
Another clear, and somewhat surprising observation is that it is much better to apply local normaliza-
tion on the training samples in all the cases we examined. This is good news because, in our distributed
setting, local normalization is obviously a local operation and so it is much cheaper to implement than
global normalization. The result is somewhat surprising though, because global normalization preserves
the topological structure, whereas local normalization does not. Still, the relative noise on a given node
might be very large in the case of global normalization since many examples will be shrunk to less than
the maximal length. This might be a more important factor than the exact topological structure.
The effect of sampling the random walk (i.e., neighbor selection) is more subtle. Looking at algo-
rithms DP-SGD-1 and DP-SGD-5 one might think that there is no significant difference between these
sampling methods. However, in the case of DP-SGD-∞ the difference becomes dramatic. After a certain
number of iterations sampling with replacement causes a major drop in accuracy. The reason is that with
this sampling there will be many nodes that are visited much more often than ten times (note that on
average, each node is visited ten times in each run, but with sampling with replacement there is variance
in the number of times a node is sampled). At the same time, the privacy budget for step t is only /2t,
which results in an exponentially increasing amount of noise for each step. Beyond a certain point, the
noise becomes so large that the signal-to-noise ratio tends to zero, at which point the accuracy starts to
decrease. This is also true for sampling without replacement, only in that case the decrease in perfor-
mance is seen only later because all nodes are visited an equal number of times so there are no outliers
that inject large noise earlier.
The consequence of this last observation is that, although DP-SGD-∞ does indeed achieve the best
performance in a number of cases, it is less practical than the other options because one needs to imple-
ment sampling without replacement—a non-trivial task in fully distributed networks—and, more impor-
tantly, one needs to implement a stopping rule that detects when the accuracy starts to decrease. These
goals are not impossible to accomplish, yet the other two algorithms can achieve a similar performance
while being much simpler and more robust.
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Figure 7: The effect of the lower privacy budget  = 0.1 (i.e., higher privacy requirements) with the L2
norm, local normalization, and uniform sampling without replacement. Curves with  = 1 are repeated
for comparison.
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Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the size of the privacy budget on the algorithms. It also allows us
to compare the different algorithms directly under the best setting we found empirically in the previous
experiments. Manifestly, a lower privacy budget reduces the accuracy of all the algorithms, although to a
different degree. Here, DP-SGD-1 seems to be the most robust one. This is because although it performs
just a single update step with a given node, that step at least has relatively little noise. Also, the size of
the database plays an important role as well. With a small database (small network) we can make fewer
gradient updates overall given that we visit each node only once. At the same time, with a very large
database one could achieve good convergence due to visiting many samples, even with relatively large
noise in each step. This is implied by the theory of SGD and stochastic approximation in general [5].
7 Conclusions
Here, we presented a practical protocol for performing private SGD over an unreliable decentralized
system. As part of this, we introduced a protocol to implement a robust random walk that is fast, efficient
and long-lived in a dynamic network environment. We simulated the protocol over a smartphone trace
and we found that the protocol is robust to its main parameter, the timeout threshold δ, which determines
when a random walk is considered dead. We obtained an acceptable performance even in an unrealistic
extreme scenario where we artificially removed random walks with a 5% probability in each step. In this
case, the protocol is more sensitive to δ, but with a sensible setting a good compromise can be achieved
between efficiency and agility.
We then examined the decentralized implementation of private SGD variants. We assumed that there
are potentially millions of nodes and each of them contain small amounts of personal data. In the given
implementation of SGD, the privacy was realized just based on local processing. Therefore privacy
concern only occur if a node is hijacked by a malicious attacker.
Compared with the unprotected distributed SGD algorithm, the examined implementations empir-
ically revealed that the privacy can be maintained with a close-to-optimal accuracy and without com-
munication overheads. To achieve the best performance we proposed to using local normalization and
the L2 norm for the normalization of training data. Furthermore, we recommend that each training data
example should be used as little as possible, which is determined by the privacy budget.
It should also be mentioned here that if each node has multiple examples, then batch gradient descent
can be applied. In that case, the average batch gradient requires relatively less noise. As a consequence,
the models become less noisy and the overall convergence can improve. Having only one record per
node is thus the worst case scenario.
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